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PREFACE 

Sand casting offers the widest sc9pe of all the 
casting processes as far.as size and complexity of 

.. 

. . ' ' , . 

shape and range of al�()y is corcerned. When onl;y 
small member of ca,stin� �ry_ r�qu.ire,d J � ��. n9rmally 
the only reasonably economical metho� of production •.. 
In weight, sand casting range from le�s than an once 
up to m9re than 100 tons and is size from an.inch or· 
less up to 70.feet Qr mdr� in length. 

Nearly all. alloys can be ,_.sa:ncl. Q9-9"j:;, incl\l.ding 
relatively hot _short· material�. It is� very, 
flexible_. process in. that .risers. and runners, can be 
located almost any where on a casting because of.the 
ease of working of the moulding medium, whereas in 
die casting because runners and risers must be 
located on die parting. lines or extraction is 
impossible. For very. large casting, moulding in sand 

•. is the· only practicable means of produc·tion. Good 
internal soundness can 9� 99taine� by this method. 



l�O INTRODUCTION

The pouring of·the m6lt?n m�tal intp the mould, is_9ne 

of the critical p€,ir�� ·;i..n f Q'l,lnc;,Jng. Since the . 

behaviour of liquid and its sub�equent solidification 

and _cooling determine whether the cast shape .will be 
' 

; 
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properly formed internally sound and free from defect. 

Since fluidi t_y cann'ot be accesed from individual 

physical properties, �mpirical test have been devised 
to measure the overall characteristic� These are 

qased on oondi ti_q_n analogous �o th� -cas1<ing of. metals 
, _)' ., . .. . -: ' --

distance covered by molten metal in etandardised 

system of enclosed-channels before '. cessa�ion of flow. 

A further parameter in such test .is the flow time or 

fluid life. . _ 

2.0 PARAMETERS 

2.1 Fluidity 

The fluidity is influenQed by composition and 

temperature and oxide formation etc. To a causes 

extent by properties and design of the mould 

including the nat�re of the moulding material and 

the gating technique use to in�roduce the metal into 
the mould cavity. Fluidity indicates the relative 

easy of metal flow ?,nd t,h�reby �?-SY and sp?eo. of 

filling the mould. The metal must remain edequately 

fluid until the moul� is fed and the casting is 

properly fed. 
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